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The financial crisis of 2008 and 2009, together with the associated deep recession,
was a historic event--historic in the sense that its severity and economic consequences
were enormous, but also in the sense that, as the papers at this conference document, the
crisis seems certain to have profound and long-lasting effects on our economy, our
society, and our politics. More subtle, but of possibly great importance in the long run,
will be the effects of the crisis on intellectual frameworks, including the ways in which
economists analyze macroeconomic and financial phenomena.
In particular, the crisis has already influenced the theory and practice of modern
central banking and no doubt will continue to do so. Although it is too early to know the
full implications of recent events for central bank doctrine and operations, I thought it
would be worthwhile today to highlight and put into context some of the changes, as well
as the continuities, that are already evident. My remarks will focus on how central banks
responded to recent challenges related to the conduct of both monetary policy and the
promotion of financial stability and how, as a result of that experience, the analysis and
execution of these two key functions may change.
The Monetary Policy Framework
During the two decades preceding the crisis, central bankers and academics
achieved a substantial degree of consensus on the intellectual and institutional framework
for monetary policy. This consensus policy framework was characterized by a strong
commitment to medium-term price stability and a high degree of transparency about
central banks’ policy objectives and economic forecasts. The adoption of this approach
helped central banks anchor longer-term inflation expectations, which in turn increased
the effective scope of monetary policy to stabilize output and employment in the short
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commitment to a medium-run inflation objective with the flexibility to respond to
economic shocks as needed to moderate deviations of output from its potential, or “full
employment,” level. The combination of short-run policy flexibility with the discipline
imposed by the medium-term inflation target has also been characterized as a framework
of “constrained discretion.”
Many central banks in both advanced and emerging market economies consider
themselves to be inflation targeters, prominent examples including those in Australia,
Brazil, Canada, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.
Although they differ somewhat in the details of their policy strategies, policy tools, and
communication practices, today virtually all inflation-targeting central banks interpret
their mandate flexibly--that is, they treat the stabilization of employment and output in
the short term as an important policy objective even as they seek to hit their inflation
targets over the medium term. Several other major central banks, such as the European
Central Bank (ECB) and the Swiss National Bank, do not label themselves as inflation
targeters; however, they have incorporated key features of that framework, including a
numerical definition of price stability, a central role for communications about the
economic outlook, and a willingness to accommodate short-run economic stabilization
objectives so long as these objectives do not jeopardize the primary goal of price
stability.
How does the Federal Reserve fit into this range of policy frameworks? The
Federal Reserve is accountable to the Congress for two objectives--maximum
employment and price stability, on an equal footing--and it does not have a formal,
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framework has many of the elements of flexible inflation targeting. In particular, like
flexible inflation targeters, the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) is committed to
stabilizing inflation over the medium run while retaining the flexibility to help offset
cyclical fluctuations in economic activity and employment.
Also, like the formal inflation targeters, over time the Federal Reserve has
become much more transparent about its outlook, objectives, and policy strategy. For
example, since early 2009, the Federal Reserve’s “Summary of Economic Projections”
has included the FOMC’s longer-run projections, which represent Committee
participants’ assessments of the rates to which economic growth, unemployment, and
inflation will converge over time. These projections are conditioned on the assumptions
of appropriate monetary policy and no further shocks to the economy; consequently, the
longer-run projections for inflation in particular can be interpreted as indicating the rate
of inflation that FOMC participants judge to be most consistent, over time, with the
Federal Reserve’s mandate to foster maximum employment and stable prices. These
longer-run inflation projections are thus analogous to targets although, importantly, they
represent the Committee participants’ individual assessments of the mandate-consistent
inflation rate, not a formal inflation goal of the Committee as a whole.1
To what extent, if at all, has the pre-crisis consensus framework for monetary
policy been changed by recent events? In part because they recognized the benefits of
continuity and familiarity during a period of upheaval, central banks generally retained
their established approaches to monetary policy during the crisis; and, in many respects,
1

In a similar vein, since 2006 the Bank of Japan has provided the range of individual policy board
members’ understanding of the inflation rate consistent with price stability. That understanding is reviewed
annually.
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expectations moderated both inflation and deflation risks, as price-setters and market
participants remained confident in the ability of central banks to keep inflation near target
in the medium term. The medium-term focus of flexible inflation targeting also offered
central banks latitude to cushion the effects of the financial shocks on output and
employment in the face of transitory swings in inflation. In particular, they were able to
avoid significant policy tightening in mid-2008 and early 2011, when sharp increases in
commodity prices temporarily drove headline inflation rates above target levels. Finally,
for central banks with policy rates near the zero lower bound, influencing the public’s
expectations about future policy actions became a critical tool, as I will discuss further
shortly. The commitment to a policy framework that is transparent about objectives and
forecasts was helpful, in many instances, in managing those expectations and thus in
making monetary policy both more predictable and more effective during the past few
years than it might otherwise have been.
However, the recent experience did raise at least one important question about the
flexible inflation-targeting framework--namely, that although that framework had helped
produce a long period of macroeconomic stability, it ultimately, by itself, was not enough
to ensure financial stability. Some observers have argued that this failure should lead to
modifications, or even a replacement, of the inflation targeting approach. For example,
since financial excesses tend to develop over a relatively longer time frame and can have
significant effects on inflation when they ultimately unwind, it has been suggested that
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appropriate account of financial stability concerns.2
My guess is that the current framework for monetary policy--with innovations, no
doubt, to further improve the ability of central banks to communicate with the public-will remain the standard approach, as its benefits in terms of macroeconomic stabilization
have been demonstrated. However, central banks are also heeding the broader lesson,
that the maintenance of financial stability is an equally critical responsibility. Central
banks certainly did not ignore issues of financial stability in the decades before the recent
crisis, but financial stability policy was often viewed as the junior partner to monetary
policy. One of the most important legacies of the crisis will be the restoration of
financial stability policy to co-equal status with monetary policy.
Monetary Policy Tools
While central banks may have left their monetary policy frameworks largely
unchanged through the Great Recession, they have considerably widened their set of
tools for implementing those frameworks. Following the crisis and the downturn in the
global economy that started in 2008, central banks responded with a forceful application
of their usual policy tools, most prominently sharp reductions in short-term interest rates.
Then, as policy rates approached the zero lower bound, central banks began to employ an
increasingly wide range of less conventional tools, including forward policy guidance and
operations to alter the scale and composition of their balance sheets.
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For example, Charles Bean of the Bank of England has suggested that “taking on board the possible risks
posed by cumulating financial imbalances may require a shift in the rhetoric of inflation targeters towards
the longer term.” See page 70 of Charles Bean (2003), “Asset Prices, Financial Imbalances and Monetary
Policy: Are Inflation Targets Enough?” in Asset Prices and Monetary Policy, proceedings of a conference
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available at www.rba.gov.au/publications/confs/2003.
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crisis, took on greater importance as policy rates neared zero. A prominent example was
the Bank of Canada’s commitment in April 2009 to keep its policy rate unchanged at
1/4 percent until the end of the second quarter of 2010, depending on the outlook for
inflation.3 This commitment was successful in clarifying for market participants the
bank’s views on the likely path of policy rates and appears to have helped reduce longerterm interest rates, thus providing additional policy accommodation. In 2010, the Bank
of Japan, which faced ongoing deflation in consumer prices, also used conditional
forward guidance, saying that “The Bank will maintain the virtually zero interest rate
policy until it judges, on the basis of the ‘understanding of medium- to long-term price
stability,’ that price stability is in sight, on condition that no problem will be identified in
examining risk factors, including the accumulation of financial imbalances.”4
Some central banks provide forward guidance directly by releasing forecasts or
projections of their policy rate. This practice had already been adopted by the Reserve
Bank of New Zealand (in 1997), the Norges Bank (in 2005), and the Swedish Riksbank
(in 2007). Each of these central banks used those projections during the financial crisis to
indicate that they were likely to keep rates at low levels for at least a year.
In the United States, the FOMC introduced language in its March 2009 statement
indicating that it anticipated rates to remain at low levels for an “extended period,” and at
its August 2011 meeting the Committee elaborated by indicating that it anticipated rates
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See Bank of Canada (2009), “Bank of Canada lowers overnight rate target by 1/4 percentage point to 1/4
per cent and, conditional on the inflation outlook, commits to hold current policy rate until the end of the
second quarter of 2010,” press release, April 21, http://www.bankofcanada.ca/2009/04/press-releases/fadpress-release-2009-04-21/
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further increase transparency about its forecasts and policy plans.
In addition to forward guidance about short-term rates, a number of central banks
have also used changes in the size and composition of their balance sheets as tools of
monetary policy. In particular, the Federal Reserve has both greatly increased its
holdings of longer-term Treasury securities and broadened its portfolio to include agency
debt and agency mortgage-backed securities. Its goal in doing so was to provide
additional monetary accommodation by putting downward pressure on longer-term
Treasury and agency yields while inducing investors to shift their portfolios toward
alternative assets such as corporate bonds and equities. These actions also served to
improve the functioning of some stressed financial markets, especially in 2008 and 2009,
through the provision of market liquidity.
Other central banks have also used their balance sheets more actively than before
the crisis, with some differences in their motivations and emphasis, in part reflecting
differing financial structures across countries. For example, the Bank of England has
used large-scale purchases of medium- and long-term government securities as its
preferred tool for providing additional stimulus; it expanded the size of its asset purchase
program earlier this month out of concern about possible slowing of domestic and global
economic growth. The Bank of Japan has acquired a wide range of assets, including
government and corporate bonds, commercial paper, exchange-traded equity funds, and
equity issued by real estate investment corporations. The ECB purchased privately
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of the Federal Reserve System (2011), “FOMC Statement,” press release, August 9,
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market segment; it recently announced plans to resume such purchases in November.
The ECB has also bought the sovereign bonds of some vulnerable euro-area countries,
“to ensure depth and liquidity in those market segments which are dysfunctional,”
although the monetary effects of these purchases have been sterilized through offsetting
operations.6
In most cases, the use of balance sheet policies for macroeconomic stabilization
purposes has reflected the constraints on more-conventional policies as short-term
nominal interest rates reach very low levels. In more normal times, when short-term
policy rates are not constrained, I expect that balance sheet policies will be rarely used.
By contrast, forward guidance and other forms of communication about policy can be
valuable even when the zero lower bound is not relevant, and I expect to see increasing
use of such tools in the future.
Financial Stability Policy
Even as central banks were innovative in the operation of their monetary policies,
they were forced to be equally innovative in restoring and maintaining financial stability.
Serving as a lender of last resort--standing ready in a crisis to lend to solvent but illiquid
financial institutions that have adequate collateral--is, of course, a traditional function of
central banks. Indeed, the need for an institution that could serve this function was a
primary motivation for the creation of the Federal Reserve in 1913. The Federal
Reserve’s discount window is an example of a facility that operates in normal times to
provide very short-term liquidity to depository institutions. Most other central banks
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Markets,” press release, May 10, www.ecb.int/press/pr/date/2010/html/pr100510.en.html.
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with temporary liquidity needs. During the crisis, as short-term funding markets failed to
function normally, central banks around the world acted forcefully to channel liquidity to
institutions and markets by lengthening the terms of their lending, increasing the range of
collateral accepted, and expanding the set of counterparties with which they would
undertake operations.
To help stabilize the financial system and facilitate the flow of credit to
households and businesses, the Federal Reserve responded to the dislocations in funding
and securitization markets by dramatically increasing the amount of term funding that it
provided to banks, establishing new lending facilities for nonbanks, and providing
funding to support the operation of key markets. Elsewhere, including Canada, the euro
area, and the United Kingdom, central banks introduced similar facilities or expanded
existing facilities to boost the provision of liquidity in their local currencies. The types of
facilities have varied across countries commensurate with differences in financial
systems. In the euro area, where the banking sector plays a relatively large role in
financial intermediation, the ECB focused on increasing liquidity to banks. Similarly, the
Bank of England sought to improve banks’ liquidity positions by allowing them to
exchange illiquid mortgage-backed securities for U.K. treasury bills for up to three years.
One of the lessons of the crisis was that financial markets have become so
globalized that it may no longer be sufficient for central banks to offer liquidity in their
own currency; financial institutions may face liquidity shortages in other currencies as
well. For that reason, the Federal Reserve established bilateral currency swap agreements
with 14 foreign central banks during the financial crisis. The swap facilities have
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in their jurisdictions, which has served to ease conditions in dollar funding markets
globally. Similarly, the ECB established bilateral swap lines with several other central
banks in Europe to exchange euros for their respective currencies.
As lender of last resort, a central bank works to contain episodes of financial
instability; but recent events have shown the importance of anticipating and defusing
threats to financial stability before they can inflict damage on the financial system and the
economy. In particular, the crisis illustrated some important benefits of involving central
banks in financial supervision. Among these benefits are the facilitation of close and
effective information sharing between supervisors and the providers of backstop
liquidity, especially during crises; the ability to exploit the substantial overlap of
expertise in the making of monetary policy and financial stability policy; and the
usefulness of the information supervisors gather about economic and financial conditions
for monetary policy. Appreciation of these benefits is leading to larger roles for central
banks in financial supervision. For example, the Bank of England received expanded
powers and responsibilities for financial stability with the establishment of a prudential
regulator as a subsidiary of the bank and the creation of a separate Financial Policy
Committee within the bank that will identify, monitor, and take action to reduce systemic
risks. In the euro area, the newly created European Systemic Risk Board, which is
chaired by the president of the ECB and includes the governors of all European Union
central banks, draws heavily on central bank expertise, including analytical, statistical,
and administrative support from the ECB. In the United States, the Federal Reserve has
reoriented its existing supervisory activities to incorporate a broader systemic focus; it
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authority over nonbank financial institutions that are designated as systemically important
by the Financial Stability Oversight Council and new backup authorities for systemically
critical financial market utilities.
The Integration of Monetary Policy and Financial Stability Policies
As I noted earlier, in the decades prior to the crisis, monetary policy had come to
be viewed as the principal function of central banks; their role in preserving financial
stability was not ignored, but it was downplayed to some extent. The financial crisis has
changed all that. Policies to enhance financial stability and monetary policy are now seen
as co-equal responsibilities of central banks. How should these two critical functions fit
together?
At an institutional level, as I have already suggested, the two functions are highly
complementary. Monetary policy, financial supervision, and lender-of-last-resort
policies all benefit from the sharing of information and expertise. At the Federal
Reserve, for example, macroeconomists help design stress-test scenarios used by bank
supervisors, while supervisors provide information about credit conditions to
macroeconomic forecasters. Threats to financial stability, and their potential implications
for the economy, are thoroughly discussed at meetings of the FOMC.
An important debate for the future concerns the extent to which it is useful for
central banks to try to make a clear distinction between their monetary and financial
stability responsibilities, including designating a separate set of policy tools for each
objective. For example, throughout the crisis the ECB has maintained its “separation
principle” under which it orients changes in its policy interest rate toward achieving price
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addressing dysfunctional markets. The idea that policy is more effective when separate
tools are dedicated to separate objectives is consistent with the principle known to
economists as the Tinbergen rule.7
In practice, the distinction between macroeconomic and financial stability
objectives will always be blurred to some extent, given the powerful interactions between
financial and economic conditions. For example, monetary policy actions that improve
the economic outlook also tend to improve the conditions of financial firms; likewise,
actions to support the normal functioning of financial institutions and markets can help
achieve the central bank’s monetary policy objectives by improving credit flows and
enhancing monetary policy transmission. Still, the debate about whether it is possible to
dedicate specific policy tools to the macroeconomic and financial stability objectives is a
useful one that raises some important practical questions. A leading example is the
question of whether monetary policy should “lean against” movements in asset prices or
credit aggregates in an effort to promote financial stability. In my view, the issue is not
whether central bankers should ignore possible financial imbalances--they should not-but, rather, what “the right tool for the job” is to respond to such imbalances.8
The evolving consensus, which is by no means settled, is that monetary policy is
too blunt a tool to be routinely used to address possible financial imbalances; instead,
monetary policy should remain focused on macroeconomic objectives, while more-
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risks to financial stability, such as excessive credit growth. Prudential tools can be
structural or cyclical in nature. Examples of structural prudential tools are measures to
ensure adequate levels of capital and liquidity in the banking sector or to increase the
resiliency of the financial infrastructure. Examples of cyclical prudential tools include
varying caps on loan-to-value ratios on mortgages, as Korea and Hong Kong have done;
dynamic provisioning for losses by banks, as employed in Spain; time-varying margin
and haircut rules; and countercyclical capital requirements, as have been set out in
Basel III. In principle, structural and cyclical prudential tools could both damp the
buildup of imbalances and bolster the resilience of the financial sector to a decline in
asset prices by increasing its capacity to absorb losses. The diverse tools of financial
regulation and supervision, together with appropriate monitoring of the financial system,
should be, I believe, the first line of defense against the threat of financial instability.
However, the effectiveness of such targeted policies in practice is not yet proven, so the
possibility that monetary policy could be used directly to support financial stability goals,
at least on the margin, should not be ruled out.
Conclusion
The financial crisis of 2008 and 2009 will leave a lasting imprint on the theory
and practice of central banking. With respect to monetary policy, the basic principles of
flexible inflation targeting--the commitment to a medium-term inflation objective, the
flexibility to address deviations from full employment, and an emphasis on
communication and transparency--seem destined to survive. However, following a much
older tradition of central banking, the crisis has forcefully reminded us that the
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responsibility to use monetary policy effectively in the pursuit of macroeconomic
objectives.
An evolving consensus holds that central banks can dedicate separate toolkits to
achieving their financial stability and macroeconomic objectives, but this consensus must
be viewed as provisional. Certainly, those toolkits appear to be much better stocked
today than before the crisis: monetary policy tools that can be brought to bear if
necessary include the management of the central bank’s balance sheet and, to a greater
extent than in the past, communication about future policies. Financial stability policy
encompasses, as the first line of defense at least, a range of microprudential and
macroprudential tools, both structural and varying over the cycle, supported by enhanced
monitoring and analysis of potential risks to systemic stability. Clearly, understanding
and applying the lessons of the crisis will take some time yet; both theorists and
practitioners of central banking have their work cut out for them.

